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One cannot accomplish things simply with cleverness. One must take a broad view. It
will not do to make rash judgements concerning good or evil. However, one should not be
sluggish. It is said that one is not truly a samurai if he does not make his decisions quickly
and break right through to completion.
From ’The Book of the Samurai, Hagakure’
1.1 Perspective and motivation
Since the rst steps towards a relativistic wave mechanics in the early 1930s up to
the "gauge revolution" in the 1970s and 1980s leading to the formulation of the
Standard Model, quantum eld theory (QFT) has developed to the most successful
physical theory. Its computational power in comparison with experimental data as
well as its conceptual scope in explaining the subatomic world are met by no other
model in theoretical physics. Yet despite this undeniable success there remains a
discrepancy between the glorious predictive power on the one hand and the scarce
knowledge about the underlying intricate mathematical structure on the other hand.
Indeed, perturbative expansions together with a thicket of detailed renormalization
prescriptions are in most cases the only possible access to the theory failing to reveal
its true nature.
The search for a deeper understanding of the basic physical principles under-
lying QFT and for concise mathematical formulations took its main starting point
in the 1950s after the observation that even the applicability of perturbation theory
breaks down in the range of strong-interactions. The problem of quark connement
is one of the subtle up-to-day unsolved problems, which impressively demonstrates
that non-perturbative aspects can become dominant and are inevitable in order to
understand the theory to its depth. This initiated the search for alternative and
entirely new techniques going beyond the conventional approach of calculating nu-
merous Feynman diagrams. Clearly, the exact solution of any non-trivial QFT would
yield profound insight and valuable help in this task, irrespective whether the model
under consideration is linked directly to a concrete physical problem or not. Solving a
QFT exactly is understood as the explicit calculation of all its n-point or correlation
functions, since from the latter the eld content and the physical state space can be
recovered by means of Wightman’s reconstruction theorem [?, ?]. It will be-
come important below that this holds true for Minkowski as well as Euclidean space.
In fact, the correlation functions in Minkowski space can be recovered from those
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in Euclidean space as was worked out by Osterwalder and Schrader [?]. Especially
important is this connection in the context of constructive field theory which by
use of functional methods achieved the mathematical exact construction of a number
of eld theories in two and three dimensions, see [?] and references therein. How-
ever, explicit and closed expressions for the relevant physical quantities are missing
in this approach. It remains the ambitious aim to obtain these in order to check
general assumptions about the structure of QFT for their consistency, prove certain
non-perturbative approaches workable, test new concepts and learn about concrete
physical problems.
Coleman-Mandula theorem
Naturally, the most likely candidates of QFT’s for which the ambitious aim of an
exact solution seems conceivable are those with powerful symmetries giving rise to
a large number of conservation laws. The latter might ease the actual computa-
tions or even impose such severe constraints that exact solutions can be constructed.
Unfortunately, in 3+1 dimensions any progress in this direction is blocked by the
Coleman-Mandula theorem [?], which states that additional symmetries besides
Poincare invariance and an internal gauge group describing the degeneracy of the
particle spectrum render the scattering matrix of each massive QFT to be trivial,
i.e. it describes non-interacting quantum particles. With only theses symmetries
present it has not been achieved so far to overcome the conceptual diculties which
one encounters when looking for exact expressions.
1+1 dimensional integrable field theories
The situation greatly improves in 1+1 dimensional systems. Here the blockade of
the Coleman-Mandula theorem is lifted due to the fact that one of the crucial as-
sumptions in its proof ceases to hold true, the scattering amplitude does not any
longer depend analytically on the scattering angle. (In one space dimension only
forward and backward scattering are possible, whence the scattering angle can only
assume the discrete values 0 or pi.) One might therefore look for theories with higher
conservation laws, in fact with innitely many of them, in which case these theories
are called integrable. The latter term originates in classical mechanics, where a
system is said to be integrable if there are as many conserved quantities as degrees
of freedom allowing to solve the equations of motion by integration. In case of a eld
theory innitely many degrees of freedom are present, since the eld conguration
at each point in space-time has to be specied. In a loose sense one then refers to a
eld theory as integrable if it gives rise to an innite set of conservation laws.
At rst sight the specialization to 1+1 dimensions and a class of eld theories
with innitely many conserved charges might appear quite restrictive. However, the
study of low-dimensional QFT has turned out to reproduce many features which are of
interest in higher dimensions, such as connement mentioned earlier, duality or gauge
∗We follow here the standard convention in splitting the number of dimensions into a sum with
the first summand refering to the space and the second to the time dimension.
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anomalies, see e.g. [?] and references therein for further details. Furthermore, inte-
grable models have found direct physical applications in the o-critical description of
statistical mechanics and condensed matter systems reduced to two space-dimensions
as will be outlined below. In this context integrability appears naturally as a relict
of broken conformal symmetry.
Exact scattering matrices
The presence of an innite set of conservation laws imposes severe restrictions on the
dynamics. In particular, it enforces that the particle number as well as the individual
particle momenta are asymptotically conserved in a scattering process. Moreover,
each scattering process can be decomposed into two-particle ones, reducing the task
to determine the full scattering matrix (also referred to as S-matrix) to the calcula-
tion of the two-particle amplitude. These powerful constraints together with the idea
of minimal analyticity originating in the S-matrix theory of the sixties [?, ?, ?]
allow to construct fully exact scattering amplitudes. The basic idea is to regard the
scattering amplitudes as boundary values of analytic functions in the complex plane.
Setting up a set of functional relations reflecting general requirements like unitarity
or crossing symmetry the general form of a two-particle scattering amplitude can
already be written down without relying on a classical Lagrangian of the eld theory.
The actual dependence on the integrable model at hand is then invoked by the famous
Yang-Baxter [?] or the bootstrap equation. The former is tightly linked to the
integrability property and describes equivalent ways to factorize a scattering matrix
in two-particle ones, while the latter reflects the principle of nuclear democracy
which states that each bound state in the theory should also appear in the asymp-
totic particle spectrum. This method for constructing exact scattering matrices was
pioneered in the articles [?] and has become known as the bootstrap approach
in the literature. It has proven extremely successful over the years. In particular,
it lead to the implicit denition of entirely new integrable models by writing down
exact scattering matrices which satisfy all physical requirements. In a sense this re-
alizes partially the ambitious program of the S-matrix theory of the sixties in low
dimensions.
The bootstrap construction of scattering matrices will play a central role in this the-
sis. Its powerful structure will be in particular exploited when constructing a class
of hitherto unknown scattering matrices giving rise to new integrable quantum eld
theories.
Off-shell investigations and form factors
The exact construction of the scattering matrix is not only of interest in order to
obtain a complete knowledge about the on-shell structure of a QFT, but it also
serves as a preliminary step towards the calculation of the measurable quantities of
the system, the n-point or correlation functions. Calculating the latter is the ultimate
goal of each theory, since as mentioned above it amounts to solving the whole model
completely via the reconstruction theorem. One of the most promising approaches in
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this context is the form factor program [?]. Writing down the correlation function
of a local operator O one inserts a complete set of states, usually depending on the











Here the sum runs over all possible particle numbers n, the vector p = (p1, ..., pn)
consists of the individual particle momenta and the matrix elements h0jO(0)jpi are
referred to as form factors (actually a slightly modied version of them). Proceeding
conceptually very similar as in the case of the scattering matrix one then continues
analytically the form factors in the momentum variables. The purpose is to set up
recursive functional equations, which require the exact scattering matrix as prerequi-
site input. In principle these equations enable one to derive all n-particle form factors
and to calculate the correlation functions by evaluating the above innite sum of in-
tegrals. Being a highly non-trivial step this remains an open challenge for almost
all theories except the Ising model. Also the calculation of the complete set of form
factors has so far only been achieved in a few cases, e.g. [?, ?].
Even though the nal and complete construction of correlation functions in
form of explicit analytic expressions is yet outstanding the form factor program gives
reasonable hope that this might be achieved in the near future. Already now one
might exploit the fact that the sum over the particle number n is rapidly conver-
gent. Hence for many practical purposes it is sucient to determine only the rst
few particle form factors, which correctly capture the low energy behaviour. The
approximative description of the correlations obtained this way is of high accuracy
and due to the non-perturbative input of the scattering matrix more precise than any
calculation in perturbation theory.
Although the calculation of form factors will not be performed in this thesis,
it has been mentioned since it constitutes nowadays one of the most interesting tech-
niques in the study of integrable eld theory and is tightly linked to the bootstrap
construction of scattering matrices. In fact, in our article [?] the full set of form
factors for the su(3)2-Homogeneous Sine-Gordon model has recently been obtained.
The latter belongs to a class of integrable models which are studied in some detail in
this thesis.
In conclusion, one might say that from the eld theoretic point of view the motiva-
tion to study integrable systems in 1+1 dimensions is to learn about the structure of
QFT by constructing exact solutions and nding explicit expressions for the relevant
physical quantities.
Integrability and broken scale invariance
The interest in integrable models not only resides in their role as excellent \testing
laboratories" for exact non-perturbative methods of QFT, but more recently also in
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their interpretation as deformed conformal field theories (CFT) [?]. The latter
form a particular class of integrable eld theories but in contrast to the cases men-
tioned before they are associated with massless particles. In this particular case the
innite set of conversation laws is linked to conformal space-time symmetry in two-
dimensions. An intense research activity in this area was initiated by the seminal
paper of Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [?]. They combined the representa-
tion theory of the Virasoro algebra describing the innitesimal quantum generators
of conformal transformations with the concept of a local operator algebra in order to
show that a certain class of conformal theories, the so-called minimal models, consti-
tute particular examples of solvable massless QFT’s. Motivated by the observation
of Polyakov that for physical systems with local interactions conformal symmetry is
an immediate extension of scale invariance [?], the techniques of Euclidean CFT have
been applied to study statistical mechanics and condensed matter systems in two
space-dimensions, which undergo a second order phase transition. The latter become
scale invariant at the critical point and fall into dierent universality classes xed by
the critical exponents, which describe the power law behaviour of the correlations in
the system. One of the motivations to study CFT is the classication of all these
universality classes.
A simple example for this picture is provided by the two-dimensional Ising
model. In the continuum limit it can be described by a Euclidean eld theory of
free Majorana fermions whose mass is proportional to j1/T − 1/Tcj with T being the
temperature and Tc its special value at the critical point. Away from criticality the
fermions in the system are massive and the correlations fall o over a nite length
scale xed by the Compton wave length. If the system approaches the critical point at
T = Tc the particles become massless and the associated correlation length diverges.
In particular, the theory loses its dependence on the only dimensionful parameter
and becomes therefore scale invariant.
This scenario can be generalized to more complicated cases. Given a confor-
mal eld theory at the critical point one might in particular ask what happens to the
innite conservation laws linked to conformal invariance when the system becomes
o-critical and scale invariance is lost. As Zamolodchikov pointed out [?] an innite
set of these conserved charges { even though they get deformed { might survive the
breaking of conformal symmetry and render also the perturbed theory integrable.
Provided the particle spectrum of the perturbed theory is purely massive one might
now exploit the above non-perturbative techniques of the bootstrap program to ob-
tain information about the o-critical behaviour of the system. This point of view
has been supported by numerous concrete examples, starting with the study of the
Ising model in an external magnetic eld [?]. In fact, this interplay between eld
theoretic considerations and phase transitions in statistical mechanics renewed the
interest in integrable eld theories and made the subject flourish in the last years.
To name a few examples in the area of condensed matter theory, non-perturbative
methods of integrable eld theory have been discussed in the context of quantum
impurity problems, see [?] and references therein. Other possible applications have
been investigated in the context of two leg Hubbard ladders and Carbon nanotubes
[?]. There is also a series of papers which apply the theory of so called W -algebras,
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closely connected to ane or Kac-Moody algebras, to the quantum Hall eect [?].
Recovering conformal invariance
In contrast to the picture just described one might proceed in reverse order and start
with a massive integrable eld theory and ask how to recover the associated confor-
mal model. Scale and therefore conformal invariance will be approximately restored
in the high-energy regime, where the masses of the particles become negligible. The
technique which will be applied in this thesis to investigate the high-energy limit
of integrable quantum eld theories is the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA)
[?, ?]. Using the exact scattering matrix as the only input, this approach allows to
calculate the free energy of the integrable eld theory on an innite cylinder after
performing a Wick rotation and interpreting the imaginary time axis as temperature.
When the latter reaches an energy scale which is large compared to the one set by
the particle masses in the spectrum, numerous characteristic quantities of the CFT
governing the ultraviolet behaviour can be extracted from the free energy, as for in-
stance the (eective) central charge c playing the role of a Casimir energy. In this
way the TBA forms an important interface between the conformal and the massive
integrable model. In particular, it can be used to test scattering matrices constructed
via the bootstrap approach for consistency and to relate massive to conformal spec-
tra with the ultimate goal of obtaining a deeper understanding of the origin of mass.
Moreover, regarding the applications to the o-critical behaviour of statistical me-
chanics or condensed matter systems one might assign by means of the TBA to each
scattering matrix a conformal eld theory or a universality class.
Additional motivation for the investigation of the intimate relation between
integrable and conformal models also comes from string theory, whose objective is
the unication of all forces in nature. Here the time evolution of a one-dimensional
object, the string, sweeps a two-dimensional world-sheet in space-time and the shape
of the string is described by elds which live on this world-sheet. In case of the
vacuum state the world-sheet is assumed to be invariant under reparametrizations,
what implies conformal symmetry for the eld content. Another concept which is
reminiscent of string theory is the notion of dual models or duality, which in an
elementary and simple form will also be encountered in the context of the integrable
models investigated in this thesis.
After this outline of the general perspective and techniques of two-dimensional
integrable quantum eld theory, the dierent aspects mentioned will now be elabo-
rated with particular hindsight to affine Toda field theories (ATFT) [?], which
constitute the most prominent, best studied and largest class of integrable models.
1.2 Affine Toda field theory
The simplest and best known examples of ane Toda eld theories (ATFT) are
the Sine-Gordon and the Sinh-Gordon model for imaginary and real values of the
coupling constant, respectively. In general, they are associated with the following
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Here φ = (φ1, ..., φn) are n-component elds transforming as scalars under the Lorentz
group and m, β dene a classical mass scale and coupling constant, respectively. The
latter are classically unimportant but enter the quantum theory associated with the
above Lagrangian. The integer constants ni and the constant vectors αi 2 Rn are
restricted to special values in order to guarantee that the resulting eld theory is
integrable. In fact, it turns out that the allowed set of external parameters is in
general linked to an affine Lie algebra g^ of rank n [?]. In many cases, however, it
turns out that the structure of a simple nite-dimensional Lie algebra g, whose ane
extension is g^, is sucient for the description. The integers ni are then interpreted
as its Kac labels, the αi’s constitute its simple roots with i = 1, ...n and −α0 is
the highest root with n0 = 1. The latter mathematical objects will be explained in
more detail in course of the thesis. Choosing g = su(2) we recover the Sine-Gordon
or Sinh-Gordon Lagrangian upon noting that then one has n = n0 = n1 = 1 and
α1 = −α0, whence the above potential acquires the form of a cos or a cosh-function
for β purely imaginary or real, respectively.
In this thesis the discussion will exclusively deal with the models associated
with a real coupling constant, i.e. with the generalizations of the Sinh-Gordon model.
While in the latter case the above Lagrangian is manifestly real, this property is in
general lost for imaginary β. However, due to the soliton solutions to which they give
rise, also the latter models starting with the Sine-Gordon theory have been studied
in detail in the literature. (For a relatively recent review of ATFT and references see
[?].)
The outstanding property common to all these models is the rich underlying
Lie algebraic structure encoded in g, which allows for the application of powerful
mathematical concepts. Classically it can be used to show integrability by a Lax pair
construction and to determine the solutions to the classical equations of motion [?].
Remarkably, also on the quantum level physical quantities like the mass spectrum, the
fusing processes of particles as well as the S-matrix reflect the Lie algebraic structure.
One of the central aims of this thesis is to exploit this Lie algebraic structure in
order to obtain generic and concise formulas for all relevant quantities, such that all
models are encompassed at once. These universal expressions will in particular allow
to separate model dependent features from more general ones and unify numerous
case-by-case discussions found in the literature.
The search for the universal scattering matrix of ATFT
The scattering matrices of ane Toda models associated with simply-laced Lie alge-
bras, the so-called ADE series, were the rst to be studied by standard perturbative
methods as well as by the bootstrap approach, beginning with the paper by Arin-
shtein et al. about the g = An  su(n + 1) theories and followed by articles from
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Mussardo and Christe as well as Braden et al., who considered the remaining cases
[?]. Their results were put into a universal form in [?, ?] describing the scattering
matrices of all ADE models in a unique and generic formula. The key feature they ex-
ploited is the Coxeter geometry naturally assigned to each simple Lie algebra g. This
had been noticed to be crucial in the description of the three-point couplings of the
theory [?]. The latter determine the bound state structure (so-called fusing processes
of the particles), an information required to perform the bootstrap construction of
the scattering matrix.
Similar attempts failed for the remaining ATFT involving non simply-laced
Lie algebras (the BCFG series) due to the fact that their renormalization behaviour
turned out to be quite dierent form the ADE series, where the classical mass ratios
survive quantization up to one loop order in perturbation theory. For several years
dierent proposals for the scattering matrices were put forward. They were plagued by
mysterious higher-order poles which were coupling dependent and resisted a consistent
physical interpretation.
The breakthrough in the understanding of the non simply-laced models started
with the paper of Delius et al. [?]. Based on their perturbative calculations it was
suggested [?] that these theories are governed by two classical Lagrangians belonging
to a pair of "dual" algebras, one describing the system in the weak and the other in
the strong coupling regime. Another crucial step made by Corrigan et al. was the
formulation of the generalized bootstrap principle [?] giving a consistent prescription
how to identify those poles in the physical sheet which are relevant to the bootstrap
approach. However, the construction of the various non simply-laced scattering ma-
trices was performed separately for the dierent models and a concise Lie algebraic
formulation was lacking.
First steps towards this direction were made in the work by Chari and Press-
ley [?], who managed to reproduce the allowed fusing processes in terms of Coxeter
geometry associated with the two dual algebras, and the article by Khastgir [?], who
employed the idea of folding to reproduce the scattering matrices found in [?]. How-
ever, it was Oota who nally succeeded in writing down a closed universal expression
for the scattering matrices by introducing q-deformed Coxeter elements [?]. The
latter allow to link the fusing rules directly to the scattering matrices and to accom-
modate the coupling dependence of the theories by a special choice of the deformation
parameter.
Various formulas found by Oota, which were until then only claimed on the
base of a case-by-case analysis, have been rigorously derived in our paper [?] together
with numerous entirely new identities. In particular, the precise relation between the
dierent versions of fusing rules has been obtained therein and their consistency with
the formulation of the mass spectrum as null vector of a q-deformed Cartan matrix
demonstrated. Additional results of our work [?] include the systematic discussion of
the bootstrap properties, the rigorous derivation of a generic integral representation
for the scattering matrix found in [?] as well as the proof of new S-matrix equations,
so-called combined bootstrap equations, which are intimately linked to the underlying
Lie algebraic structure. The discussion of ATFT in this thesis will closely follow the
arguments provided in [?].
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The motivation for extracting as much of the Lie algebraic structures underlying
ATFT as possible is twofold. First they provide a concise mathematical framework
which eases the investigation of quantum integrable models. Having universal expres-
sions for the characteristic physical quantities of the theory at hand, general claims
about the structure of QFT might be checked for the innite class of ane Toda
models at once instead of only a few cases. Moreover, in future applications, e.g.
the form factor program, calculations might be performed in a generic Lie algebraic
framework avoiding tedious case-by-case studies. Second, once the interplay between
the powerful mathematical structures and physical quantities has been understood,
the Lie algebraic concepts might be employed to construct entirely new integrable
models with similar features.
Colour valued scattering matrices and a new class of integrable models
In our article [?] a general construction principle has been suggested leading to new
scattering matrices associated with integrable quantum models. Given the mass
spectrum of an integrable model one might multiply it by assigning to each particle
additional quantum numbers, so-called colours. Provided the scattering matrix of
the original theory is explicitly coupling dependent one might then let particles of
dierent colours act at dierent values of the coupling. A slightly more complicated
version of this principle can be employed if the coupling dependence of the original
scattering matrix can be absorbed in a separate factor. This is the case for the
ATFT S-matrix SADE associated with simply-laced algebras. Explicitly one has a
decomposition of the form
SADE = Smin SCDD . (1.2)
The so-called minimal factor Smin incorporates all the physical relevant information
about the bound state structure and is independent of the coupling, while SCDD is
a so called CDD-factor [?], which only introduces poles outside the physical sheet
and displays the full coupling dependence. Note that the particular feature (1.2) is
characteristic of the ADE series and ceases to hold for non-simply-laced algebras
[?]. Letting particles of the same colour interact through Smin and those of dierent
colours through SCDD one might invoke the same Lie algebraic concepts as in the
case of ATFT leading to a class of gj~g-theories [?] associated with two simply-laced
simple Lie algebras. One describes the bound state structure and the other the
colour degrees of freedom. In total this yields a class containing as many exact
S-matrices as possible pairs (g, ~g) 2 ADE  ADE. There are certain scattering
matrices obtained earlier in the literature which are contained as a subclass in the
gj~g-theories, namely the scaling models or minimal ATFT associated with Smin (see
e.g. [?]) and the Homogeneous Sine-Gordon models [?]. (Both theories are explained
in more detail below.) Additional motivation for the denition of this particular
class of scattering matrices becomes apparent when one discusses the high-energy
behaviour of the associated integrable quantum eld theories by means of the TBA
and determines the underlying conformal eld theories as explained above.
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Affine Toda field theories as perturbed conformal models
As outlined in the rst section of the introduction, integrable quantum eld theories
have a natural interpretation in terms of perturbed conformal eld theories. In this
context one decomposes the associated classical action functional of the integrable
model into two parts,
S = SCFT + λ
∫
d2x (x, t) ,
where SCFT denotes the action of the conformal model describing the system at the
critical point,  is a relevant spinless eld operator of the unperturbed theory and
λ is the coupling constant of the perturbation term. On dimensional grounds λ is
proportional to the mass scale of the perturbed theory, λ / m2−dΦ with dΦ < 2
being the anomalous scaling dimension of  in the conformal limit. This writing
of the classical action functional appeals to a renormalization group point of view
originating in the study of critical phenomena. At λ = 0 the system is massless and
constitutes a xed point w.r.t. renormalization group transformations. Adding a
relevant perturbation term, λ 6= 0, it is dragged away from the critical point giving
rise to a renormalization group flow towards a massive theory.
The second part of this thesis is concerned with reversing this renormalization group
flow. Employing the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz the high-energy regime of the men-
tioned integrable quantum eld theories is analyzed in detail. In this approach the
mass scale is eventually sent to zero, i.e. λ ! 0, what implies in the above picture
that the massive system floats back into the xed point. This in particular will assign
to each of the exact scattering matrices the central charge of the underlying ultraviolet
conformal eld theory and associate them with an o-critical model.
The ane Toda models constitute particular examples for perturbed conformal
eld theories: Omitting the term associated with the ane or highest root α0 in
(1.1) one obtains the so-called Toda field theories (TFT), which are conformally
invariant [?]. For instance the Sinh-Gordon theory can be viewed as perturbation
of the ubiquitous Liouville theory, which is the simplest and best known example
of TFT. In particular, it appears in applications related to string theory and two-
dimensional quantum gravity. All Toda models have central charge c  25 and belong
to a class of conformal eld theories about the structure of which not much is known.
Having the scattering matrix of the o-critical theory at hand, namely the ane
Toda S-matrix, one might investigate the high-energy regime by means of the TBA
and perform certain consistency checks on conjectures concerning the structure of
the unperturbed conformal model. In fact, this has rst been done for the simplest
examples, Liouville theory and the Sinh-Gordon model, see [?]. Therein a numerical
TBA calculation was used to supplement semi-classical considerations giving support
to a proposal for the explicit form of the three and four-point function of Liouville
theory on a sphere.
Focussing on the massive side a detailed TBA analysis of all ATFT has been
performed in our articles [?] and [?], the results of which are presented in this thesis.
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Combining extensive numerical investigations with approximate analytical consider-
ations the o-critical Casimir energy is determined to leading order. Based on the
Lie algebraic framework developed in the context of ATFT it is demonstrated that
the latter can be obtained in a universal formula involving only basic Lie algebraic
data like the rank of the algebra or the Coxeter number [?]. The behaviour found
matches with the results in [?] and is also in agreement with the ndings in [?, ?].
The latter articles rely also on semi-classical considerations and are similar in spirit
to the work on the Liouville model by Zamolodchikov and Zamolodchikov, but treat
general cases of TFT and ATFT.
In view of this comparison between data obtained from the conformal model
and the perturbed massive theory the TBA analysis also yields a consistency check
for the bootstrap construction of the ATFT S-matrix. This application of the TBA
to test scattering matrices is of particular importance when mass spectra and the
scattering amplitudes have been derived by semiclassical arguments which need to
be veried on the quantum level as it is the case for the Homogeneous Sine-Gordon
(HSG) models [?] mentioned above as particular subclass of the gj~g-theories.
Colour valued scattering matrices, WZNW cosets and off-critical models
The interest in the class of colour valued scattering matrices described above stems
from the fact that many of them can be related in the ultraviolet limit to Wess-
Zumino-Novikov-Witten (WZNW) cosets [?]. WZNW theories constitute the best
known and possibly best understood conformal models due to an underlying Lie
algebraic structure similar to the case of ATFT. In addition, the coset construction
of these models allows one to construct nearly every other conformal eld theory.
Hence, WZNW models can be viewed as the basic building blocks in constructing
conformally invariant theories. Concrete examples are the minimal conformal models
listed in Table 1.1. They can be described by cosets of the form
coset: g1 ⊗ g1/g2 central charge: c = 2 dim g(h + 1)(h + 2)
Here h =
∑n
i=0 ni denotes the Coxeter number of the Lie algebra g and the lower
index indicates the so called level of the representation of the associated ane Lie
algebra [?]. These cosets are the most prominent representatives, since they can be
directly linked to statistical mechanics systems in two-dimensions. Initiated by the
paper of Zamolodchikov on the Ising model in an external magnetic eld, it was
realized by extensive TBA studies, that the o-critical behaviour of these systems
under a perturbation by the relevant eld operator with conformal weights  =
 = 2/(h + 2) is described by so-called scaling models or minimal affine Toda
theories [?, ?, ?, ?], already mentioned above. The name indicates that the massive
eld theory describing the perturbed system away from criticality is associated with
the minimal factor Smin of the ATFT S-matrix [?] only (compare the separation
property (1.2) for simply-laced algebras). Historically, these were the rst examples
of exact scattering matrices considered in context of ane Toda eld theory. They
provide concrete examples for the application of integrable quantum eld theory to
